
ORDER SELECTOR
POSITION IN DETAIL

If you have already gone over the POSITION SUMMARY file, and still have questions about Winroze and Order Selector, you might be interested in the 
following section.



Winroze offer third-party shipping services to both domestic and foreign clients. We also offer other enterprise solutions to businesses. As a pioneer in 
the field, Winroze is regarded as the industry leader in the third-party shipping solutions industry. We boast a huge network of carriers around the 
country and proudly serve clients from over forty warehouses.



If you think third-party shipping and order fulfillment are straightforward, we ask that you think again! In the booming field of e-commerce, it is the 
order fulfillment service that can make all the difference and can help a merchant stand out and gain more profit. This is what we offer our clients 
when we implement a vast network of distributed warehouses.



A distributed warehouse is ANY household that is transformed to accept individual orders for small and medium sized businesses. Processing their 
products through regular warehouses can be frustrating since their businesses do not operate at a large scale and items are often lost or handled 
carelessly. We take great care in grooming our warehouse operators so that they can provide the best possible service to our customers.



The concept of a distributed warehouse has proven to be very popular among our customers. In order to cope with increasing demand, we are 
expanding in your area and are offering you the chance to turn your house into a highly functional warehouse and get adequately rewarded in the 
process. Don’t worry about oversized packages, as our Artificial Intelligence (AI) powered system will only assign you packages that don’t exceed 50 lbs 
in weight. We will train you from A to Z, and no prior experience is necessary.



You run your Distributed Warehouse from 9am to 5pm your local time, Monday through Friday. You report directly to your curator. We promote a healthy 
work-life balance and offer certain flexibility as long as you return the favor in an equitable manner. You start with a 30-day probationary period. Your 
primary objective during that time is to learn as much as you can about what our customers expect of our service and to show how quickly you can 
master the INs and OUTs of the position. Your curator will be providing weekly reports on your performance and guiding you through every step.



Please familiarize yourself with the FAQ section below to get a better feel for this job and the duties that it entails.

Winroze info@winroze-jobs.com

ORDER SELECTOR
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Who is Winroze?

Winroze is a representative of third-party shipping industry’s market leading companies.

 

Where is Winroze located?

Winroze HQ is based out of 3440 Wilshire Blvd # 913, Los Angeles, CA 90010.

 

How many assignments or packages should I expect to process every week?

Probationary employees can expect approximately 5-30 packages, while permanent 
employees process about 40 packages in a given week.

 

Am I expected to relocate if hired?

No, you are not expected to relocate for this position. This is a remote, work-from-home 
position.
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Will I have to travel as part of this job?

Only local travel may be required occasionally. Your travel expenses are reimbursed as long as you 
submit your receipts and expense form to Winroze.

 

Do you have any part-time positions available?

Unfortunately, we do not offer any part-time positions. However, most of our team members find our 
full-time positions flexible and very easy to work into their existing schedules.

Are there any out-of-pocket expenses that I should be aware of for this job?

Yes, travel expenses, printer supplies, and packing materials are some of the expenses that 
you can expect to pay out of pocket. However, these are all eligible expenses that are 
reimbursed to you as long as you submit receipts and an expense form to Winroze.
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Is this position benefit eligible?

Benefits are available to permanent employees after successfully completing the 
probationary period. Benefits include a retirement plan (401K), medical and dental plans, 
and more.



Coverage, premiums, and options for medical, dental, and vision plans vary from state to 
state. Permanent employees become eligible for health benefits in the 2nd month of their 
employment.



Permanent employees may also participate in the company’s 401k plan 90 days after their 
start date.

What are the contents of the packages I receive?

For the most part, they are a mixed bag! The contents of these packages can be almost 
anything. All packages adhere to shipping guidelines, restrictions, laws, and regulations set 
forth by authorities.



Here are some of the most common items that the packages typically contain

 Appare
 Personal health and beauty product
 Electronics and small appliance
 Computers and related product
 Home and garden items



You can expect a combination of all of the above in the packages that you’ll be processing.

How do I receive training for the position if I am working from home?

You will be assigned a curator upon hire. Your curator will contact you within a day or two of 
your official hire date. Your curator will provide you with account logins and access to our 
system and necessary software programs. For the initial 30 days, your curator will provide 
constant guidance, training, and feedback to ensure your success.



Your curator will help you understand expectations, manage your time, and create your 
schedules to efficiently handle your assignments. They will evaluate your performance and 
adherence to company protocols, and that feedback will be taken into consideration to 
determine your suitability for the permanent position.
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